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A landmark High Court leaky buildings decision to 
award a Waitakere City home owner a quarter of a 
million dollars could open the fl oodgates, according 
to lawyers and industry experts.
With the Weathertight Homes Resolution Service 
processing more than 3000 claims, and a legal 
precedent now in place, it seems likely that 
Waitakere City mayor Bob Harvey’s assertion that “I 
don’t think we’ll be the only ones making provision 
for writing hefty cheques” won’t be far off the mark.
However, the council is set to challenge the 
decision. Watch this space for further developments!
We feature “Foundations” in this edition — the fi rst 
topic in a “two-part” approach to industry issues 
where we encourage feedback on comments made 
by experts in Part 1 for publication in Part 2 next 
month.
Let’s hear your views!

Andrew Darlington
Editor
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LIGHTNING SPEED OF BROADBAND.
When it comes to getting back to business Xtra Broadband from 

Telecom really gets things moving. A broadband connection makes 
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check in on industry websites, stay on top of the latest innovations 
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chief’s chat

by ceo pieter burghout

Change tends to go in waves — when you go 
through a long period of “status quo” and “this is the 
way we always do things around here”.

For various reasons my pick is that 2007 will be a year 
of signifi cant change — for the construction industry 
overall and, therefore, for the RMBF too.

The landscape is shifting and, rather than through 
“gentle erosion”, it will be through “explosive 
earthquakes” as various change initiatives come to 
bear, such as:
• The licensing of particular classes of building 
practitioners (designers, site leads and carpenters) 
becoming voluntary from November 2007,
• The Building Code continuing through its review 
process, with most of the high level decisions about its 

certainty, translating into better performance outcomes,
• The construction industry getting more vocal about 
the need to streamline the way we handle timber 
treatment and timber strength, to make things a whole 
lot simpler and easier for practitioners, and
• The Weathertight Homes Resolution Service changes 
brought into effect in 2006 will start to turn into more 
meaningful outcomes in 2007.

And that is just a small snapshot of the changes 
affecting the construction industry this coming year!

One of the other bigger shifts this year will be the 
national politics scene. My hunch is that, 18 months 
out from the next election, we will see an ongoing rise 
in the level of politicking this year, with both main 
parties vying for the hearts and minds of the electorate.

Given the level of change we are going through, the 
construction industry is likely to be a magnet for some 
of that politicking, and it will be interesting to see 
what happens during the year.

As the Chinese proverb goes, “May you live in interesting 
times” — and 2007 will be a big year in that regard.

The RMBF will be across all that industry change 
ensuring as best as we’re able that any change matches 
industry need and aligns with industry practice, and then 
communicating the change back out to our members and 
the industry so they are best prepared for it — and so 
they can maximise the business opportunity accordingly.

It will be a very busy year, and we are looking forward 
to the challenge of keeping on top of it all!

And, to all our RMBF members, stakeholders and 
partners, have a great 2007.

2007 — 
a year
of 
change

shape and content to be completed by the end of this 
year,
• Product certifi cation coming to the fore — both 
through the regime required under the Building Act and 
through whatever likely secondary scheme (or 
schemes) that might operate underneath it,
• Building Consent Authority accreditation continuing 
through its paces, and accelerating the need for local 
authorities to have improved levels of consistency and 
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The December 2006 building consents statistics 
refl ected a “steady as you go” year, Registered Master 
Builders Federation chief executive Pieter Burghout 
says.

“For the full 2006 year, residential consent numbers by 
dollar value were up 6% and non-residential down by 
5%. Overall building consents fi gures for the year were 
up by 1.9%, which refl ects a consistent year overall,” 
Mr Burghout says.

There were some regional variations in the December 
building consent fi gures, with Auckland authorising 

fewer new dwelling units in December 2006 than in 
December 2005 (down by 480 units), which was largely 
attributable to fewer apartments.

“Waikato (up 26 units) showed the largest increase in 
authorising new dwelling units followed closely by 
Wellington (up 19 units), with Canterbury remaining 
relatively steady at 351 units.

“This refl ects anecdotal evidence we have been 
hearing from RMB members about the state of the 
construction industry around the country with work 
remaining quite steady,” Mr Burghout says.

“As for the commercial sector we anticipate this to 

remain relatively steady for the next few months given 

the projected work volumes and building projects in 

the pipeline.” 

“2007 will be a busy year in other ways for builders, in 

particular with voluntary builder licensing being 

introduced in November 2007.

“Had the industry been less buoyant, licensing of 

practitioners might have scared builders away. As it 

stands, we can expect a steady uptake of builder 

licensing given the strong position of the construction 

industry — a very useful outcome for the industry as a 

whole,”  Mr Burghout says.

December statistics refl ected a steady year

Builder Licensing 
— the latest from 
the DBH

You do not have to have a formal qualifi cation to be licensed, although any 
relevant qualifi cations you do have will be good supporting evidence of your 
knowledge and skills in your fi eld of work.

A qualifi cation is any degree, diploma or certifi cate (including trade certifi cates) 
from a recognised education provider such as a university or polytechnic, or a 
registered New Zealand industry training organisation (ITO) or private training 
establishment.

If you’re successfully working in the industry now and can demonstrate the 
required skills and a good track record, you should have no problem getting a 
licence.

You will be assessed on:

• your work history and project records,

• technical references and client testimonies, and

• your understanding of the responsibilities of your licence.

Your application can also be supported by:

• any qualifi cations and training you have achieved, and

• participation in industry organisations and events.

You can keep up to date with information on licensing through the Department of 
Building and Housing’s web site at www.dbh.govt.nz/occupational-licensing.

2007 House of the Year and 
RMB Commercial Project 
Awards entries closing soon

Entries in this year’s House of the Year and RMB Commercial Project Awards 
close on Friday, February 23, 2007. Sponsored by PlaceMakers, this year’s 
competition is shaping up to be the hottest yet!

Registered Master Builders Federation chief executive Pieter Burghout says he’s 
excited about the 2007 competition.

“This Awards programme is hugely valuable to our members and to the industry as 
a whole, and helps ensure our members stand apart from everyone else in the 
market,” he says. “Every year the standard of entries continues to improve, and 
we’re looking forward to another great year.”

Last year’s competition attracted a record 703 entries — up from 577 the previous 
year — and organisers expect that number will increase again this year, thanks in 
part to the introduction of a new structure in the PlaceMakers Renovation Awards.

Based on last year’s member feedback, new Awards categories have been 
introduced to better refl ect the value of projects in this category. They are: 
• PlaceMakers Renovation Award up to $250,000,
• PlaceMakers Renovation Award $250,000 - $500,000, and
• PlaceMakers Renovation Award over $500,000.

All these categories are also open to stand-alone kitchen and bathroom 
renovations. So if you have undertaken a stunning bathroom or kitchen renovation 
in the past two years, you should enter it!

“The House of the Year and RMB Commercial Project Awards celebrate the 
quality and standard and construction in New Zealand, and we are proud to once 
again be supporting the competition,” PlaceMakers chief executive David Edwards 
says.

James Hardie Limited, GIB Living Solutions, Tasman Insulation New Zealand, Mico 
Bathrooms, Housing New Zealand Corporation, Nulook, Future-Proof Building, 
Seismic, and the Department of Building and Housing are also partnering in this 
year’s competition. For further information or to enter online visit
www.houseoftheyear.co.nz or www.rmbcommercial.co.nz. All online entries are in 
with a chance to win a Samsung 32” plasma television. The winner will be drawn 
and announced in March 2007 once entries close.
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Companies that hit the wall 

The recent collapse of Meridian Homes brings to 
mind the importance of best business practice.

Many companies come to grief because they have not 
anticipated the rise and decline in the housing market 
and how this affects cashfl ow.

Deposits start to slow down (which is a risk if you use 
deposits to fund your working capital for the current 
job).

Your overheads will not change and this will start to 
reduce your net margin.

You need to plan to reduce your overheads. Keep 
working on the time to complete so you can get 
progress payments in earlier and build up your working 
capital so you can survive in downtimes.

Delays

Delays in construction of fi xed price houses can see an 
increase of material, labour and/or subcontractors 
costs that cannot be recovered as no price escalation 
has been built in.

Often at this point the deposit money runs out and the 
builder gets into cashfl ow problems as suppliers put 
the squeeze on for payment.

Having the prices from your suppliers and 
subcontractors fi xed for these contracts can help 
alleviate this situation.

Builders need to grow their business at a steady and 
sustainable rate.

Extra business

There is no point taking on extra business if you cannot 
deliver as this will only put your business at risk and 
damage your reputation.

Builders need to match their resources to the work and 
ensure deposits are allocated to the specifi c job and 
not as a general slush fund.

On average, 5% of construction companies go into 

By RMBF president

Ashley Hartley
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Collapse brings to mind the importance of best business practice

BUSINESS TIPS

TO REMEMBER
• Avoid fi xed price contracts if possible.

• Allow a contingency over and above normal to cover unforeseen 

budget overruns.

• Deal with reputable sub-trades and have them fi x their prices and 

contracts prior to your commitment to the client.

• Keep your payment terms current. The lure of 90-day credit is a 

trap. You need to keep a watchful eye on cashfl ow and deal with 

problems as they occur, not when it is too late.

• Manage growth carefully. Don’t expand too quickly or spread over 

too wide an area. The transition from a “hands-on” builder to 

managing multiple sites in many locations requires a totally 

different skill set, strong systems and large amounts of working 

capital.

• It is better to do less work at higher margins than lots of work at 

low margins. The quality of your work increases, your income 

increases and the work level is more manageable, call backs 

diminish, stress reduces and lifestyle and family time increases!

• Back cost all your jobs so you know what jobs make money and 

what jobs don’t.

liquidation each year, but less than 1% of those are 

Registered Master Builder Federation members. 

The Federation’s membership criteria are based on 

the quality of the member’s building work and on the 

successful overall running of the member’s business.

Unfortunately, there will always be situations where 

things like this can happen.

But if you contact the RMBF or your local association 

they can recommend solutions or put you on to people 

who can help you out.

A smart business person is one who knows when to 

ask for help!



Judge the best builders in New Zealand

Would you like the opportunity to judge the 
very best in residential construction by New Zealand’s 
top builders?

Applications are now open to join the strong team of 
residential judging panels for the Registered Master 
Builders 2007 House of the Year.

2006 saw the introduction of national judging panels in 
the House of the Year, sponsored by PlaceMakers. This 
new approach to judging was well received by entrants 
and ensured consistent and quality judging 
nationwide.

The competition is now in its 17th year and continues 
to go from strength to strength. Designed to raise 
awareness and interest in new housing and 
renovations while celebrating and recognising building 
excellence, this competition is the key marketing 
programme for Registered Master Builders.

Up to seven judging panels will judge all local 
residential entries throughout the country, determining 

local results in each area.

This will deliver consistency in judging in each 

category with a Gold Award in Invercargill assessed by 

the same panel as a Gold award winner in Auckland.

There will be two judges in each panel — one building 

specialist and one designer/architect. Individuals with 

extensive building and design backgrounds are being 

sought for appointment to the judging panels.

Each judge will visit up to 100 houses around New 

Zealand from mid-April through to the end of June, 

assessing them against the judging criteria to 

determine Gold, Silver and Bronze awards and a local 

winner in each category.

The top 100 local Gold award entries will proceed to 

Gold Reserve status and be judged afresh by one 

national judging panel in the national competition 

phase of the event.

Judging of the House of the Year competition is a 

unique opportunity to meet the best builders in New 

Zealand and view their work, developing and 

rewarding excellence in construction.

For more information on the application process or to 
receive an application form for the residential judging 
panels, contact Sharon van Gulik on 04 917 0376 or 
021 663 597.

2006 House of the Year national 
judging panels chairman Graham Coe.
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The Registered Master Builders Federation 
Conference in New Plymouth on April 19 to 22, 2007, 
promises to have adventure, fun and a large dash of 
suspense!

ITM are once again sponsoring the ITM Welcome 
Function at the Legends Lounge at Yarrow Stadium. 
Former All Black Ian Jones will be telling some 
interesting stories of his days with the world’s best 
rugby team, and he will give insights into the 
preparation for the 2007 Rugby World Cup.

ITM encourages you to dress in your regional team 
colours and celebrate in true rugby style.

The Carters Progressive Dinner promises to be a 
gastronomical delight, with the dinner event spread over 
two exciting and different venues, possibly one of the 
larger progressive dinners ever staged in New Zealand.

The PlaceMakers Gala Dinner at Yarrow Stadium is 
themed “007, James Bond” to celebrate the 

conference being held in 2007.

Apart from spectacular food and entertainment, the 
PlaceMakers team and the local Taranaki Association 
have planned an evening full of mystery and suspense!

As well as sponsoring the popular Mico Kids Club, 
Crane Distribution has confi rmed their gold sponsorship 
status by also making sure that mums and dads are 
well taken care of by sponsoring liquid refreshments 
during the Mico Happy Hour.

Places are fi lling fast, so to ensure you are part of this 
exciting event, go to www.masterbuilder.org.nz/
conference/RMBFRegistrationForm.pdf and download 
your registration form.

My name is Bond . . . James Bond

conference 2007  
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Want to know what’s happening in 
the Australian construction industry?
Need to know who’s building the big projects?
What’s coming up for tender?
What’s the latest industry news?

The first 100 responses will receive a free introductory copy of National
Building News.  Simply fill out your details below and fax to 61 8 9321 1488, post to PO 

Box 1066, West Perth, WA 6872, or email buildingnews@wapub.com.au

Name _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Company name _______________________________________________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ Post code ________ 

Phone ____________________________________________________  Fax_______________________________________

Email________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Registered Master Builders Federation is 
hosting another meeting for Association presidents 
and managers in Wellington on March 6 to 8, 2007.

The Association secretaries and managers meeting 
will be run “back to back” with the presidents’ 
meeting. The local associations are encouraged to 
get their agenda items to
kathygatfi eld@masterbuilder.org.nz by February 20, 
2007.

RMBF to host 
RMBA meeting

Places filling fast for exciting conference in the ‘Naki’



stronger,

safer,

superior

bracing
Be part of the innovation in building construction

for more information contact CANBRACE: 

102b kapiti road paraparaumu PO Box 2056 Raumati Beach New Zealand

T: 04 904 4182  F: 04 904 4184 E: info@canbrace.com w: www.canbrace.com

Canbrace Future Proof Bracing. Canbrace 
is a unique and proudly New Zealand
designed bracing system that can arrive onsite in 

the frames - saving on time and construction costs 

while enhancing the value of the building.

Canbrace Bracing systems easily bear the brunt of wind and 

earthquakes and are also ideal for light commercial applications. 

The Canbrace Wall bracing system is the strongest on the market. 

Whether you are renovating, strengthening or building new – Canbrace

will provide you with a low cost solution to your bracing needs. You get 

safety and peace of mind from the very beginning of the project.

superior bracing systems

The X12-4 (1200mm steel x brace with 400 stud spacing)

The X12-6

The X4

The X16

The X6

The X8
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Naylor Love sets the standard
An impressively designed, 
multi-storey school sports centre by 
Dunedin-based builder Naylor Love 
Ltd took out the 2006 Supreme Award 
and the RMB Commercial Project of 
the Year in the RMB Commercial 
Project Awards, in association with 
PlaceMakers.

The Columba College Sports Centre 
in Dunedin is an outstanding project 
that judges described as user-
friendly, noting that it set the 
standard for other educational 
institutions.

Naylor Love also won the Department 
of Building and Housing Education 
Commercial Project category award 
for the facility.

The multi-million dollar privately-funded gymnasium, 
now offi cially named the Marsh Sports Centre, took 11 
months to build and was completed in time for the 
students’ return at the beginning of the 2006 school year.

New Zealand governor general Dame Silvia Cartwright 
offi cially opened the centre on July 18 last year.

The large sports centre provides staff and students with 
a cutting-edge facility that caters for the wide variety 
of sports the distinguished school offers its students.

“Great attention was paid to the design of the multi-
functional sport centre,” Naylor Love project manager 
Blair McGill says.

The facility was designed by Tim Heath of Architectural 
Ecology. His design concept for the gymnasium was 
based around the idea that a gym is simply a box for 
playing games. Therefore, light projections and colour 
were minimised to enhance the game-playing experience.

The judges acknowledged that Mr Heath and Naylor 
Love had cleverly achieved this. “This building 
enthuses and inspires those that use it — the 
contractor has done a remarkable job,” they stated.

The stylish facility provides students with 
international-sized netball and basketball courts, full-
sized badminton and volleyball courts, a circuit room 
with specialised fi tness equipment and, of course, 
showers, toilets and two changing rooms. Each of the 
full-sized courts can be used as multiple practice courts.

Staff can enjoy offi ce spaces, showers, toilets and 
change rooms, and a control room that gives great 
visual surveillance of activities in most ground-fl oor areas.

Two physical education classes can be held at a time 
thanks to a motorised curtain which divides the 
gymnasium into two spaces. A perforated ceiling and 
slotted acoustic panels on the walls help reduce the 
noise in the large gymnasium space.

“Careful consideration was also given to sustainability, 
with particular awareness of Dunedin’s often cool 
winter climate,” Mr McGill says.

Gas-on-demand water heaters supply the showers, 
passive and high level natural lighting have been 
coupled with highly refl ective ceilings for maximum 
effect and natural ventilation has been achieved with 
actuated louvres.

Two classrooms (one with lecture facilities) are on the 
second level and double as galleries to the gym. The 
layout of classroom windows was designed to 
maximise natural light and long views without undue 
heat loss, or unwanted projection of light into the gym.

In their fi nal comments the judges noted how 
beautifully designed and executed the project was.

 “The clever use of classroom galleries, natural light 
and sustainable materials makes it a comfortable and 
easy place to work and play. The attention to detail 
with the acoustics, passive lighting and ventilation are 
impressive.”

Sitting high on a ridge in a Dunedin suburb, the large 
complex’s wooden cedar panelling was chosen 
especially to give low visual impact.

The western red cedar has not been treated so that it 
is allowed to weather and, in time, it will turn a silvery 
colour. Other materials and texture were used to give a 

scale to the structure and integrate it with the 
suburban neighbourhood.

A team of approximately 50 builders and contractors 
worked on the project. Naylor Love managing director 
Trevor Kempton says one of the highlights of winning 
the top commercial accolade was the opportunity to 
celebrate the success of skilled staff that worked on 
the project.

“In addition to the facility’s very distinctive design, the 
secret of success was the high level of trust and the 
collaborative relationship that was enjoyed between 
the client, design team, contractors, consultants and 
construction team.”

This is the fourth time Naylor Love has competed in the 
RMB Commercial Project awards. They have been 
category winners three times and have won the Supreme 
Award twice — once in 2000 and again in 2006.

“The opportunity to benchmark our projects against 
those of our peers is one of our main motivations for 
entering,” Mr Kempton says.

“We believe it is very important for the construction 
industry to celebrate its success, and the RMB 
Commercial Project Awards is the best way to do that.

“Since winning this award we have enjoyed a higher 
national profi le, and winning the top accolade twice 
has measurably assisted in the growth of our 
company.”

Naylor Love hopes to enter the 2007 competition and 
once again earn the respect of their peers and the 
public. In the meantime, a new group of students will 
enjoy the fruits of their labour at Columba College.

Dunedin-based builder Naylor Love Ltd took out the 2006 Supreme Award and the RMB Commercial Project of the Year in the RMB 
Commercial Project Awards, in association with PlaceMakers, with their Columba College Sports Centre entry in Dunedin.
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Thermal Heart expedition reaches the pole

Architectural Profi les Ltd (APL) saw an early end 
to its polar expedition sponsorship when Kiwi trekkers 
Kevin Biggar and Jamie Fitzgerald were forced to end 
their Antarctic journey at the half way stage.

The Thermal Heart polar expedition, named after APL’s 
forthcoming thermally effi cient suite of windows and 
doors, ended in early January when the men reached 
the South Pole in near record time.

They were forced to abandon the return journey back 
to the coast because of injury. Jamie developed severe 
hamstring strain over the latter stages of their arduous 
manhaul and the two brought the expedition to an 
early conclusion on medical advice.

Their 52 days of trekking made them this season’s 
fastest unsupported manhaul to the pole (adjusted for 
start point) and the second fastest ever. 

They might have rewritten the record books if their 
sleds had not been weighed down by provisions 
carried for the return journey.

Some other trekkers following the same route around 
the same time abandoned their journey before 
reaching the pole because of frostbite suffered in the 
severe weather conditions which were encountered.

Speaking in a Radio NZ interview on their return to 
Auckland, Mr Biggar said the pair had trained hard for 
the journey but did not imagine in their worst 
expectations that the haul would be as hard as it 
turned out.

During their particularly diffi cult fi rst week the tow 

ropes to their heavy sleds had kept breaking, such was 
the diffi culty encountered in pulling in the unexpectedly 
soft snow.

APL marketing manager Shane Walden says he is 
pleased with the visibility the expedition has given the 
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Thermal Heart trekkers Kevin Biggar and Jamie Fitzgerald at the South Pole.                                         Image: Forest Banks

Thermal Heart brand, and congratulated Kevin and 
Jamie on their hard earned achievement.

The Thermal Heart range will be launched in March 
through Altherm, First and Vantage window 
manufacturers.
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Enhanced site helps home owners make informed choices

Building Issues Minister Clayton Cosgrove and 
Consumers’ Institute chief executive David Russell 
recently launched the enhanced ConsumerBuild web 
site, aimed at improving New Zealanders’ 
understanding about building, buying, renovating and 
maintaining their homes.

“Buying a house is the biggest investment most of us 
make, so it is important to get it right,” Mr Cosgrove 
said. 

“We want to help buyers make informed decisions 
when looking at prospective homes. Knowing the right 
questions to ask and understanding when to engage 
expert advice will help people make sound investments 
for the future — whether they’re buying a home to live 
in with their families or to rent to tenants.”

“We also want to help people maintain and protect 
their homes so they continue to be safe and healthy. 
Many modern homes are described as ‘low 
maintenance’, but this does not mean ‘no 
maintenance’. There is no such thing as a 
maintenance-free house.”

Mr Cosgrove and Mr 
Russell say the new 
advice and information 
about leaky homes added 
to the ConsumerBuild site 
will also help home buyers 
and home owners 
recognise and properly 
respond to 
weathertightness issues.

A new checklist for home 
buyers can be downloaded 
from the site — a simple, 
practical guide to help 
with the buying process. 
Home owners can also 
download a new checklist 
for home maintenance, 
which also offers easy-to-
follow advice.”

Other new content on the 
site includes real case studies of people with leaky 
homes and how they have dealt with them, and photos 

and drawings to help home owners recognise 
weathertightness issues.”
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Landmark decision will ‘make it diffi cult 
for councils to turn back the tide’

A home owner has been awarded $250,000 to replace 
her Waitakere home in a landmark ruling by a High Court 
judge, who has also strongly criticised council inspectors.

Lawyers and experts say the decision will expose councils, 
builders and architects to more liability and more litigation.

And it would seem that ratepayers will be the ones to 
ultimately bear the brunt of the hundreds of millions of dollars 
in costs.

Justice David Baragwanath awarded $250,900 to Hobsonville 
home owner Colleen Dicks in a case heard in two sittings 
during September and October last year.

The money will allow her to repair or demolish and re-build, 
and is one of the single largest sums awarded since the leaky 
homes crisis came to public attention in 2001.

Mrs Dicks sued builder Hobson Swan Construction (in 
liquidation), its director Robert Henry McDonald and the 
Waitakere City Council, which issued consents and inspected 
her house.

In 1994 Mrs Dicks contracted Hobson Swan to build a house. 
The council gave approval and carried out inspections.

Repairs not done

But soon after moving in, she found water pouring down the 
inside of windows. She later discovered her house had leak 
problems and, although McDonald agreed to fi x it, repairs 
were not done.

Justice Baragwanath found the builder’s failure to install 
seals around windows enabled water to run behind aluminium 
joinery and penetrate wood framing.

The water then rotted the frame of the house, making it 
uninhabitable. The judge said the builder failed to maintain 
proper standards of workmanship.

The council was negligent because staff were “untrained or 
simply careless”, and had treated the approval process as “a 
mere formality”.

“There has been a simple abdication of responsibility by the 
council,” he found, noting that the council had not called its 
inspectors or offi cers responsible for the building approval 
process as witnesses in the case.

Matt Josephson of Grimshaw & Co, the law fi rm which 
represented Mrs Dicks, said the decision meant councils, 
builders and architects were more liable for leaky building costs.

“They’re in the gun because this ruling has the potential to 
cost them all more,” he said.

Mrs Dicks said she had not lived in the house for 14 months 

and would like to sell it or demolish it and re-build.

“I’d like to start from scratch but I have to get some quotes 
and see what’s logical,” she said.

Waitakere mayor Bob Harvey said he did not know about the 
case but if the court found against it, the council should pay 
what was owed and not appeal.

“If we’ve not done what we’re supposed to do, we say sorry 
and write the cheque and that’s the way it is.

“I don’t want to prolong people’s agony. Leaky buildings are a 
nightmare for everyone and I don’t think we’ll be the only 
ones making provision for writing hefty cheques.”

The council’s legal services manager, Denis Sheard, said it 
was up to the council’s insurer to decide whether an appeal 
would be lodged.

He was worried about a move towards blaming councils 
almost solely for leaky building problems.

Mr Josephson said the judgment found the council failed.

“The council’s evidence was essentially that it complied with 
the standards of the time, which were not particularly high.

“The court held that even if the council did meet the 
prevailing standards, this did not fulfi l the council’s 
obligations and the council was accordingly negligent.

“We hope the result will assist other leaky home owners and 
in their claims against architects, builders and councils. The 
principles will apply equally to them.”

Widespread implications

Philip O’Sullivan of building consultants Prendos, which made 
reports on the house, said the case had widespread implications.

“The judge has said council standards were too low in this 
case and probably across the board, so this will make it 
diffi cult for councils to defend similar claims. And there are 
many.

“The judge effectively awarded 100% damages, including 
general damages for anxiety and distress of $22,500, which is 
considered high.

“Councils will fi nd it very diffi cult to turn back the tide with 
this decision in place.”

The Weathertight Homes Resolution Service had more than 
3000 leaky building claims. Of those, 1419 were within 
Auckland City boundaries.

• At time of going to press the Waitakere City Council 
was set to challenge the ruling through the Court of 
Appeal.

• Next page: NZ Building Industry Federation reactionB
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Nationwide 
transparent 
quality assurance 
system needed 
for building 
industry

A nationwide transparent and systematic system of quality assurance 
across the broad spectrum of the building industry which ensures that 
accountability can be sheeted home to those responsible for failures is 
essential in the current leaky homes environment, according to the New 
Zealand Building Industry Federation.

Acting Federation chief executive Bruce Kohn says the alternative, as 
highlighted by the Waitakere City court decision (see previous page), may well 
be an ongoing fi nancial blood bath for ratepayers under the “last man 
standing” liability system.

“The encouraging factor is a great deal of work going on within territorial 
authorities, industry and departments to structure a system that provides a 
greater deal of assurance to home buyers that they will get what they 
consider they have paid for,” Mr Kohn says.

“It is essential that the system that emerges from these activities provides for 
assurance that building products and systems are fi t for purpose, that 
appraisers, testers and builders are well qualifi ed for the tasks they 
undertake and that territorial councils, as Building Consent Authorities (BCAs), 
and industry have a transparent and consistent system within which to 
operate.

“Accountability and responsibility can be sheeted home much more easily if 
failure at any link in the quality assurance chain of product and system, 
tester and appraiser, builder and local authority consenter can readily be 
identifi ed.”

Mr Kohn says it is becoming increasingly apparent that a nationwide system 
operating under the same procedures is required so that there is consistency 
of process.

“The Government may need to show some fl exibility in its approach if there is 
not to be confusion among product suppliers and builders, varying appraisal 
and test requirements among BCAs, and widely differing costs in the approval 
process which will eventually fi nd their way into the market.

“The Minister of Building Issues has shown a commendable willingness to 
tackle diffi culties arising in the change process. We look to him to ensure the 
required transparency and consistency.”

By visiting www.flexiseal.co.nz you 
as the Architect and Specifier can 
now simply download the correct 
information for your waterproofing 
specification. Go to the
Specification    button

and see for yourself. 

E2 / E3
Waterproofing
specification
made EASY!

Flexi-Seal is the registered trademark of Flexco (NZ) Ltd

www.flexiseal.co.nz

0800 H20TIGHT
0800 4 2 6 8 4 4FREEPHONE
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LUMBERLOK simplifies roof bracing

LUMBERLOK from MiTek has produced a definitive
guide to the description and installation of Roof and
Ceiling Plane Braces as well as Roof Space Braces.

The LUMBERLOK guide covers roof bracing
requirements to resist horizontal loads as set out in
NZS 3604:1999 Section 10 and will prove a handy
reference for specifiers and builders alike.

The Building Act 2004 focuses attention on the
documentation required for a building consent. As a
result bracing and fixing details take on an extra
importance at building inspection time when the need 
for the specified use of strip brace is increasing.

The LUMBERLOK four page guide covers Roof
Bracing rules for both fully trussed and framed roofs
with hip and gable definitions. A selection flow chart for
Roof Plane and Space Brace requirements is included
together with installation details.

LUMBERLOK Strip Brace is available through leading
builders hardware stores and GANG-NAIL Truss
Fabricators.

Download a PDF of the guide at:
www.miteknz.co.nz

news  ° ° ° 

Building industry embraces 
‘green offi ce’ rating tool

Industry response to New Zealand’s proposed green 
building rating tool has been so enthusiastic and 
constructive that the tool is already in its third draft 
less than a month after the fi rst pilot version was 
circulated to members of the New Zealand Green 
Building Council.

“We are delighted by the number and detail of the 
responses we have received,” council chief executive 
Jane Henley says.

Collaborative

“The Green Building Council is by nature collaborative, 
so this process is encouraging real industry ownership 
of the rating tool.”

Fifteen industry experts have been working with 
Australian Green Star developers to ensure that the 
tool will be right for New Zealand.

The latest release of the proposed rating tool is 
available for download from www.nzgbc.org.nz.

Developers are being encouraged to trial the rating 
tool which will set a benchmark for high-quality offi ce 
buildings.

The tool rates buildings on a range of specifi c criteria 
— management, indoor environment quality, energy 

use, access to transport, water effi ciency, use of 

sustainably-sourced materials, land use and ecology, 

and emissions.

It is designed to signifi cantly reduce the environmental 

impact of buildings by minimising the resources 

required during their construction and occupation, 

while making them more pleasant to work in.

Adapted from the Australian Green Star rating system, 

the tool is the fi rst of a suite of products that will be 

released by the council this year.



Inspired by the world you live in

To contact your local Fairview manufacturer for more information.  Ph 0800 111 484  Email info@aslnz.co.nz  www.fairviewwindows.co.nz

Fairview Residential provides a full suite of windows and doors

Fairview Designer Series also includes Timberview composite joinery

Fairview Architectural Series - joinery for larger residential projects

P29/10967

www.aslnz.co.nzAn Aluminium Systems Brand
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BoardWalk

www.boardwalk.co.nz

A Revolutionary New
Industry Innovation

A Revolutionary New
Industry Innovation

Boardwalk Systems NZ Ltd
Phone: 64 9 6388 278  Email: boardwalk@clear.net.nz

BoardWalk is a Modular Platform System

designed to provide safety and protection

over a wide range of applications. Initially its

use has been for low pitch roofing where access

is required for maintenance to roof-top plant

and machinery. The product is seeing increased

use as temporary flooring over wet or unstable

areas, and for outdoor shows and displays.

RRP
$320

SAVE

$70

$250
+GST

Auckland 09 294 7090
Wellington 04 237 9356

Christchurch 03 381 5243

0800  475  2657

RRP
$320

2 frames

2 braces

4 base plates

• H frames
• Tube
• Planks
• Full range scaffold clips
• Lightweight mobiles

For all your scaffolding needs

Eden Gate Automation

web site: www.edenhardware.co.nz

Fadini Strabuc Rising Bollard

P O Box 108 171, Symonds St, Auckland
Phone 09 638 8278 Fax 09 638 8588

e-mail: edenautogates@clear.net.nz

Showroom: Harold St, Mt Eden, Auckland

A division of Eden Hardware Group Ltd

Fadini and Aprimatic Gate Operators

Fadini Traffi c Barriers and Bollards

Videx Entry Systems

news  ° ° ° 

Biggest building and design 
show to run in June

Keen interest is already being shown in this year’s major building industry event, 
BuildNZ designEXNZ 07, which runs from June 24 to 26 at the ASB Showgrounds, 
Greenlane, Auckland.

Regarded by many industry leaders as the most important event on the calendar, the 
biennial show is also the largest to bring key trade buyers and designers face-to-face 
with the latest technology.

Once again the show is endorsed by infl uential industry groups including BRANZ, New 
Zealand Institute of Builders, New Zealand Institute of Architects, Registered Master 
Builders Federation, Designers’ Institute of New Zealand, Certifi ed Builders and the 
Illuminating Engineers Society.

Running for the fourth time, BuildNZ will occupy three exhibition halls at the 
refurbished venue. Among 24 industry sectors to visit the show will be builders, 
building owners and managers, architects, property develops, interior designers, 
building supply merchants, engineers, plumbers and many other trades.  

The New Zealand Institute of Architects will again be involved in bringing to the show 
keynote speakers. The keynote presentation from Gabriel Poole at the last show in 
2005 was very well received. Visitors and exhibitors can look forward to hearing from 
another well-respected leading architectural speaker at the coming show.



E PRESS

Easy to sand

Ready to use

Can paint in 5 mins*

Innovation
Plus

Imagination

www.holdfast.co.nz

Zip  Level
Zip  Level
Zip  Level

• Small. Light. Rugged
• Accurate to 2mm
• Measure around corners, behind trees,

down holes
• Clear digital display 
• Unlimited range

Phone:
03 377 9949

No. 1 Elevation Measurement System
Enormous time saving and

one-person operation

Fax:
03 377 9948 

Fox included in DBH-appointed advisory panel

Former Registered Master Builders Federation 
president Mike Fox has been appointed to a Building 
Advisory Panel selected by Department of Building and 
Housing chief executive Katrina Bach recently.

Ms Bach says the panel’s function is to provide 
independent, specialist advice to her on trends in 
building design, quality and performance, building 
technology, sustainability, urban planning and 
consumer issues.

It will be chaired by Don Hunn. The other members 
of the panel are Fletcher Construction Ltd general 
manager New Zealand building Peter Neven;  
Gordon Moller of Moller architects; Dunning 
Thornton Consultants Ltd consulting engineers 
director Adam Thornton; New Zealand Business 
Council for Sustainable Development chief executive 
Peter Neilson; former Registered Master Builders 
Federation president and Prime Site Homes’ Mike 
Fox; University of Canterbury Department of Civil 
Engineering professor Andy Buchanan; Consumers 
Institute chief executive David Russell; New 

Zealand Construction Industry Council chairman 
Richard Michael; Wellington City Council building 
consents and licensing services director George 
Skimming; Auckland Regional Council urban 

Former Registered Master Builders Federation 
president Mike Fox.

planning expert Ann Magee; and Logan Homes Ltd 

director John Jarvis.

In making the appointments, Ms Bach says she took 

into account the breadth of experience, expertise and 

knowledge in matters affecting the building sector that 

members had.

“I’m delighted to have such a high calibre panel with 

such a broad range of expertise with which to discuss 

critical issues facing the sector and to draw advice 

from.”

The panel will also provide advice on whether the 

Building Act 2004 and Regulations are achieving their 

purpose.

Correction
The picture run with the article titled “Lanigan: 
Construction professionals not well catered for” in the 
December-January issue of Building Today should have 
been captioned Fletcher Construction Ltd general 
manager New Zealand building Peter Neven.

Building Today apologises for any confusion caused.
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The return of Max Rockatansky
By Building Today

Motoring Correspondent

“She’s the last of the big V8s mate . . .” — an 
immortal line from possibly the greatest cult movie 
classic to ever come out of Australia — Mad Max, 
starring the then ridiculously gawky and brooding Mel 
Gibson who, of course, went on to much bigger things.

And Ford has gone on to bigger things too, with the BF 
Falcon Mk II and its fl agship workhorse, the almost cult 
status XR8 ute.

But why the Mad Max reference? Well, you only have 
to slip into the bucket seat of the XR8, take the wheel 
in hand and look up and over the characteristic bonnet 
bulge as you ready yourself for a tyre searing take-off 
down the deserted tarmac.

Or you could just plug in your favourite Akka Dakka/
Angels/Jimmy Barnes CD and cruise off to the building 
site, which is probably much more likely to be the case.

That being said, this ute has to be every apprentice’s 
dream. People go into the building game just to get 
their mitts on vehicles like this — it’s an aspirational 
vehicle which serves as a demonstration of success, a 
handy little business perk/powerful worker and not a 
bad set of wheels to be seen in when cruising down 
Queen Street with the missus on a Saturday night.

The BF Mk II upgrades have seen some signifi cant 
changes right throughout the range, and that includes 

improvements to the XR8.

With the XR8 you get the ZF 6-speed Sportshift which 
gives you the fl exibility and fun of a manual with the 
convenience of an automatic. And you get the 
performance version with upgraded clutches, rather 
than bands, and extra plates in the clutch packs, to 
increase the torque capacity for use with higher torque 
output engines such as the Barra 260kW at 5250rpm 
with 500Nms at 4000rpm.

When towing heavy loads at low speeds, such as in 
city driving or through hilly terrain, converter clutch 
lock-up in all gears assists with better transmission 
cooling and reduced fuel consumption, delivering a 
more direct and refi ned shift quality.

Smooth power delivery

This all equates to a very smooth power delivery in 
automatic mode, with sophisticated kick-down in all 
the right places — not around corners for instance, 
where car control is an important consideration and 
traction may be lost. The ZF “clever cogs” will hold the 
car in gear until it’s safe to shift.

In manual mode, the shifting is super crisp and allows 
the transmission to determine that you are actually 
looking to play and so offers a sportier shifting pattern.

The interior of the car stays noticeably sporty with a little 
fabric enhancement here, a little satin alloy insert there 
and a refreshing look to the still sporty instrument cluster.

One of the more intriguing elements of the XR8 ute is 

The Ford XR8 ute.

its driveability. Many manufacturers in the commercial 
world are releasing models which emulate car-like 
driving qualities. The XR8 ute already has it.

Other than the sight of the tray and the tonneau cover out 
of the rear vision mirrors, the XR8 ute might just as well 
be a car. 

Oh yes, when you really want to play, you can get the 
back to step out a little, but you have to be trying to do it.

As to car-like equipment, the ute has everything it 
should, including dual airbags, the sophisticated driver 
assist mechanisms, a six-stack CD player in the dash 
and very comfortable seats, well suited to long 
distance driving.

Leg space is excellent, and there is no trade-off in 
useful centre console and glove box space.

If you will insist on carrying copious quantities in the 
cabin, there’s a good sized, behind-the-seats storage 
area too.

And the cargo area? The BF Falcon Mk II XR8 has a 
payload of 423kg, with the deck being 1818.8mm long, 
1394mm wide — 1154mm between wheel wells — 
and from fl oor to the tonneau cover with its external 
mounting points, 410mm deep. The paint is safe too, 
as the deck has a plastic shield fi tted as standard.

Is any of this important? Of course it is, but not as 
important as the thrill you’ll get from driving one of the 
more impressively aggressive utes on the road.

And the price? $53,990 will buy you the car Mad Max 
would have grinned to own.



www.ford.co.nz

The new Ford Ranger boasts legendary power, thanks to its all new high-tech, high pressure common rail turbo diesel 

engines. The 3.0L diesel unleashes 115kW of power and 380Nm of torque. Just as impressive is the 2.5L diesel delivering 

plenty of torque and outstanding fuel economy. No matter which way you go, you’ll be endowed with the muscle to 

carry a giant load. And with towing capacity up to 3,000kg,* Ranger is equal to the best in its class. Come face to face 

with a legend and visit your Ford Dealer today.

*3.0L models only when fi tted with a Genuine Ford heavy duty towpack.

New Ford Ranger. Legendary Tough.

Overseas model shown. New Zealand specifi cation may differ.
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foundations  ° ° ° 

Concrete foundations — a 
look at the trends

In recent years concrete slab foundations have become increasingly popular owing 
to their speed of construction and relative economy, compared with the use of 
traditional piles and foundation walls.

The standard for the construction of a concrete slab is to be found in NZS 3604. 
Durability is covered in Section 4.8 where the minimum cover to steel and minimum 
strength measured in MPa after a given number of days is described. Mention is also 
made of NZS 4210, which covers materials and workmanship.

The design and construction of concrete slabs is covered in Section 7.5.

However, one characteristic of concrete slabs that will become important in the near 
future will be the need to properly insulate the slab. This is because concrete has 
only a minor degree of insulation itself, though it does have excellent thermal mass 
(storage).

As Building Code requirements improve for the overall insulation of dwellings, so the 
requirement for better insulation from fl oors will be improved as well.

Currently there are few systems available for insulating slab on ground foundations. 
Many use the thermal insulation properties of expanded polystyrene as a means of 
improving the insulation properties of the concrete slab.

However, as has been identifi ed by research, it is just as important to insulate the 
perimeter of the slab as it is to insulate the slab from the ground underneath.

Overseas there is considerable research being undertaken into developing pourable 
concretes with improved insulation properties. Typically, the concrete with such 
insulation tends to be weaker and require strength improvers, which adds to the 
cost.

Trials using naturally occurring insulants such as Zeolite have been carried out in 
New Zealand with limited success. More research is needed to enable builders and 
concrete placers to provide a suffi ciently insulated slab on ground that will meet the 
new Building Code Requirements.

Watch this space for developments concerning slabs on ground.

By Colin Prouse

Building Scientist

Timber — the Green option

Treated wood is a tried and tested foundation 
material when building a new house — and a valid 
option that delivers two added bonuses, according to 
New Zealand Timber Industry Federation deputy 
director Kevin Hing.

“Its green credentials are impeccable, and it is 
impossible to beat the warm, friendly feel of a building 
with timber foundations and a timber fl oor system.”

In the past, timber foundations were also applied 
widely in structures such as bridges, as well as in 
multi-storey buildings.

The four-storey Old Government Buildings in 
Wellington, built in 1876 and today one of New 
Zealand’s historic landmarks, were constructed on 
totara piles, which were only changed to concrete 
when the building was renovated in the mid-1990s.

Mr Hing says the New Zealand Building Code specifi es 
a minimum 50-year life for H5-treated pole foundation 
piles.

“The actual life expectancy of timber foundations is 

The four-storey Old Government Buildings in Wellington were built in timber alone, with sturdy totara pile 
foundations. During 1994-96 they were restored, and the original piles are now concrete.

Crown Copyright: Department of Conservation Te Papa Atawhai (2007), Photographer: Richard Nester

By Jenny Baker



We want your feedback!
Building Today is taking a unique 
approach to its feature stories this year. 
Each feature will be presented in two 
parts over consecutive months — for 
instance, Foundations Part 1 in this 
issue and Part 2 in March.
We will present relevant comment and 
viewpoints from industry experts on 
each given topic in Part 1, and publish 
readers’ feedback in Part 2.
We will be developing this concept so 
that readers will be able to participate 
in an industry features forum on the 

Building Today web site in the near future.
So have a think about what you 
see. Do you agree with our industry 
experts? Don’t hesitate to tell us your 
views on vital industry issues.
You can write to Building Today,
P O Box 35 343, Browns Bay, Auckland,
or fax 09 478 4588,
or email us at:
andrew@buildingtoday.co.nz
Please include your name and a 
contact phone number just in case 
there are any issues to be discussed.

much longer. It’s true that a permanent wood foundation must be treated with the right 
mix of chemicals to ensure it never rots or is attacked by insects and remains 
maintenance free.

“In New Zealand, CCA — a mixture of copper, chrome and arsenic — is fi xed into 
radiata piles. But the formula has been around for half a century. As recently as 2003 
the Government reviewed CCA, and found it to be an effective and safe timber 
preservative,” he says.

The primary New Zealand Standard for timber construction, including timber 
foundations, is NZS 3604: Timber Framed Buildings. Additional relevant material is NZS 
3602, which covers the use of timber in building, including grades and treatment of the 

Continued page 27

Image: Jenny Baker
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New Zealand’s largest
shape moulder of expanded polystyrene

EVERS/1863

Voidform®

The great base 
for a great job

Waffle raft slabs
The positive advantages of waffle raft slabs are the speed 
and ease of use, reliability, improved quality of the slab 
and the lower costs.

• Building is quicker and simpler than conventional methods
because there are fewer stages in construction

• Less site preparation is required

• Work can often continue in adverse weather conditions.
Recovery from heavy rain is quicker as generally there 
are no trenches or excavation to fill with water

• Concrete volumes can be accurately calculated meaning
wastage can be eliminated. All concrete is contained within
formwork and defined areas

• The Voidforms® provide built in insulation from the ground

• Quality control is simple because everything is open for
inspection prior to pouring concrete

• Only one concrete pour is required

• The new WJ100 two piece spacer system works in the rib,
edge beam and internal thickening in 100mm, 200mm and
300mm configurations.

Voidforms® and the WJ100 spacer system are available
directly from Barnes Plastics.
Note: Due to freight costs we supply the North Island only.

we make them. . . wesell them!

For information and orders contact Barnes Plastics

09 579 9725
Fax 09 579 0472   sales@barnesplastics.co.nz
368 Church Street Penrose. PO Box 12 014 Auckland

Waffle floor 
slabs quick 
and simple

Waffl e slab fl oors have been used in New Zealand for about a decade.

The system consists of an on-ground reinforced concrete slab supported on a 
grid of reinforced concrete ribs on a level building surface. Polystyrene pods 
are used as formers between the ribs.

One such system is the Voidform waffl e raft slab system. Barnes Plastics sales 
manager Peter Grainger says the Voidform system has several advantages 
over conventional foundation construction methods.

“It is a simple, quick method of construction. Less site preparation is required 
and it has fewer stages, all of which can be carried out by one trade.

“Only one concrete pour is required, and concrete volumes can be accurately 
calculated. Work can often continue in adverse weather conditions — there 
are no trenches to fi ll with water. Quality control is simple, and Voidform 
provides a high level of built-in insulation,” he says.

The Voidform system was applied to the fl oor of this residence.

By Jenny Baker



The Green option

various building components.

Mr Hing says considering the advantages and 
environmentally friendly characteristics of timber 
foundations, they could be used on a much larger scale 
in New Zealand.

“We believe it is a good building practice, delivering 
thermal effi ciency, especially for a cold, wet climate.

“Timber foundations mean the fl oor is off the ground 
and air can circulate underneath, which renders the 
house less prone to damp, with the consequent 
health and comfort advantages. You get a nice, warm 
and attractive fl oor, which is softer on feet.

“Houses built on timber foundations are higher off the 
ground, meaning they are also unaffected by surface 
fl ooding.

“And very important — timber as a building material 
is sustainable. It’s a carbon store and a number of 
studies have proved it takes less energy to produce 
than other foundation materials. It’s the green 
option,” he says.

He lists other benefi ts to be:

• New timber grading and design standards and 
requirements ensure there will be no issues with, for 
example, spring in the fl oor while, at the same time, 
the foundation is not a rigid platform and has high 
seismic resistance,

• It compares well with other construction materials 
in terms of cost although, in some instances, such 
as sites with a slope up to around 10°, it 
might be more cost effective to use 
concrete rather than timber,

• It has fl exible design options — for 
example, getting a level fl oor with good 
indoor-outdoor fl ow to a deck area on a 
sloping site, and

• It offers speed of construction.

Mr Hing says another important 
advantage to the consumer is that timber 
is a generic product without branding, 
product differentiation or different 
systems.

“It keeps things simple and easy. If you 
buy from a reputable vendor, use timber 
treated to a quality assurance programme 
such as WOODmark and build to standard, 
you can always be sure of strong 
foundations that will comply with all the 
regulations,” he says.

The four-storey Old Government Buildings in Wellington, now housing the University of 
Wellington’s Law Faculty, is a remarkable example of timber construction, and widely believed to 
be the second-largest wooden building in the southern hemisphere.
Tenders for the building were called in both concrete and timber, but the latter outperformed on 
cost. It was decided to build in timber alone, with a sturdy totara pile foundation.
Constructed on reclaimed land to resemble an Italian stone palace, it took 22 months to complete. 
When the building was finished in 1876, it was the largest in the country.
It once housed most of the public service and, for many years, the Government and cabinet 
ministers. During 1994-96 it was restored, and the original totara piles are now concrete.

From page 25

Crown Copyright: Department of Conservation Te Papa Atawhai (2007), Photographer: Richard Nester
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Concrete — tried and trusted

Concrete is the most widely used construction 
material in the world, according to Cement and 
Concrete Association of New Zealand project manager 
Rob Gaimster.

“It is versatile, durable and cost-effective. It is also 
environmentally sustainable, with green credentials 
that outperform both steel and timber,” he says.

Mr Gaimster says the use of concrete has been 
recorded in history as long ago as 7000BC.

“Structures such as the pyramids, the Coliseum and 
the Pantheon rest on concrete foundations . . . and they 
still stand today as testament to the inherent 
properties of concrete.”

When concrete is correctly designed and built, he says, 
it has an inherent durability well in excess of the New 
Zealand Building Code.

The primary New Zealand Standards for concrete 
construction are:
• NZS 3104:2003 Specifi cation for Concrete 
Production,
• NZS 3109:1997 Concrete Construction, and
• NZS 3101: 2006 Concrete Structures Standard.

There is also relevant material in NZS 3604:1999 
Timber Framed Buildings, relating to concrete 
foundations and slab-on-ground.

Inherent strength

Mr Gaimster lists the benefi ts of concrete as design 
fl exibility, value for money, and peace of mind.  
“Reinforced concrete’s inherent strength makes it the 
material of choice for foundations, which are the most 
heavily loaded element in a building.

“It is for this reason that concrete is the most common 
material for foundations. Indeed, a signifi cant 
proportion of new houses in New Zealand are built on 
a concrete ground fl oor slab,” he says.

A myriad of concrete systems are available to the 
designer to suit specifi c ground conditions. In situ 
concrete systems are popular due to the range of 
benefi ts they offer but, Mr Gaimster says, precast 
concrete blocks and/or panels to construct foundation 
walls are sometimes a more appropriate solution.

“Where ground conditions are poor it may be 
necessary to use driven precast concrete piles or mini-

piles. Also, hollow core fl oor slabs can provide 
economic solutions in diffi cult ground conditions, which 
would make a slab on grade an untenable solution.”

Come a long way

Concrete has come a long way. Recent innovations 
include the use of insulated concrete formwork for 
basement walls, which signifi cantly increases the R-
value.

Precast concrete foundation thin wall systems are also 
a recent innovation, Mr Gaimster says, with some 
manufacturers casting the concrete against foam 
insulation as a form, to provide a higher R-value for the 
structure.

In terms of innovation in ready-mixed concrete, self-
compacting concrete is available for slabs and 
foundations.B
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“Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is able to fl ow and 

consolidate under its own weight and completely fi ll 

formwork, even in the presence of dense 

reinforcement. At the same time it maintains 

homogeneity without the need for any additional 

compaction.

“SCC offers a number of advantages in comparison 

with conventional concrete,” Mr Gaimster says.

Another recent innovation is waffl e slab fl oors, which 

consist of a reinforced concrete slab supported on a 

grid of reinforced concrete ribs. Polystyrene pods are 

used as formers between the ribs.

Mr Gaimster cautions that building failure can occur as 

a result of foundation movement.

“If any doubt exists about ground suitability, expert 

advice should be sought from a suitably qualifi ed 

expert.”

Image courtesy of Golden Bay Cement.Concrete foundations are laid at Wellington Hospital.

By Jenny Baker



 for foundations

The latest innovation 
in concrete slabs!

•   Industrial   •   Commercial   •   Residential

Cupolex is a unique structural dome fl ooring system made from recycled 
plastic. The modular components simply inter-connect to create a 
self-supporting structure that acts as a permanent form work. It’s your 
cost-effective alternative to hard fi ll and polystyrene. 

• Less concrete and reinforcing required 
• Reduced labour costs 
• 150m2 laid in two man hours
• One trade to construct the entire foundation
• Easy to transport – 180m2 of components on two pallets
• Reduced  machinery and hard fi ll requirements
• Can be fully ventilated to disperse harmful gases
• Environmentally sustainable
• Minimal site waste

PH: 0800 CUPOLEX
www.cupolex.co.nz

PROVEN WORLDWIDE. MADE RIGHT HERE.

‘ T H E  S T R U C T U R A L  D O M E ’

Cupolex Building Systems

The Coliseum in Rome rests on concrete foundations.



Innovative methods provided by steel

Urban sprawl and the increasing scarcity of land 
are forcing authorities and developers to consider 
building sites with soil characteristics that require 
innovative building techniques, such as using steel 
foundations.

The result has been vast improvements in foundation 
technology, including steel pile and steel pile driving 
systems. However, according to a Steel Construction 
New Zealand spokesperson, the use of steel 
foundations has taken root in New Zealand only in the 
past 10 to 15 years.

“The greatest innovation in steel foundations must be 
screw piles. They are particularly useful when the 
hammering, noise and vibrations that accompany 
standard pile driving techniques are undesirable,” the 
spokesperson says.
Obvious benefi ts of steel foundations are their strength 
and fl exibility of application methods. A steel pile 
foundation, like any other, must transmit a foundation 
load to solid ground and resist vertical, lateral and 
uplift loads.

Cost effective

A structure can be founded on steel screw piles if the 
soil beneath its base is unstable and weak. Such a 
foundation may be more cost-effective than ground 
improvement.

Also, with a heavy construction the bearing capacity of 
the shallow soil may not be adequate and again, steel 
pile foundations, standard or screw, may be indicated. 
These piles can also be used in normal ground 
conditions to resist horizontal loads.

“Steel screw piles are very useful to construct 
foundations for structures such as wharves and 
offshore platforms. This method was used in the 
construction of the wharf on the western shore of Lake 
Te Anau recently,” the spokesperson says.

“Access to the building site was not good, so the 
screw piles were fl own in by helicopter. You can do 
that sort of thing with steel, which is another 
advantage.”

Steel piles are also suitable for handling and driving in 
long lengths, and can easily be lengthened by welding, 
meaning they are much easier to “splice” than timber 
and concrete.

Steel corrosion is always a threat in low pH soil but, 
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says the spokesperson, this risk can be contained, as 

described in the New Zealand Steelwork Corrosion 

Coating Guide.

Other relevant standards for building with steel are the 

HERA Report R4-133:2005, SESOC standards and the 

British SCI standards.

The spokesperson says steel building practices make 

smart choices. Referring to an article published in a 

New Zealand construction magazine last year, he says 

historically in the commercial sector the construction 

industry has compared three construction materials for 

their relative costs — concrete, steel and a hybrid of 

both.

Steel frame lighter

“Consider this. When a high rise has a concrete frame, 

a larger concrete foundation is required to cope with 

the weight, and this is expensive. Steel framed 

buildings are lighter, require less foundation and can be 
erected more quickly, giving developers a faster return 
on their investment.

“Alternatively, the foundation could be a raft solution, 
obviating the need for piling. The building that’s erected 
on the raft would have to be light, so a steel frame 
would be the obvious choice.”

The article showed how construction time saved can 
translate into thousands of dollars of far greater 
signifi cance than material cost variations. The 
conclusion was that even with a simple, low-rise 
structure, there are substantial benefi ts to be gained 
from saving time on construction.

“The smart approach is not about raising the tempo at 
which the work is done. It’s to save time and ensure 
that maximum effi ciency is achieved in the construction 
sequencing through smooth programming and the 
integration of fast, compatible systems,” the 
spokesperson says.

Construction of this wharf at Lake Te Anau takes place using steel screw pile foundations.

Steel materials can be flown in to, and manoeuvred around, inaccessible building sites.

By Jenny Baker



Getting buildings built right

Changes are taking place in the building sector to 
restore quality and confi dence and to ensure houses 
and buildings are built right the fi rst time.

In part, this is being done through the Licensed 
Building Practitioner scheme, which will help ensure 
that people working in the building sector have the 
skills and experience to do the job.

From November 2009, specifi ed core work on houses 
and buildings will have to be supervised or carried out 
by Licensed Building Practitioners.

Voluntary licensing begins in November this year. The 
work covered will include things such as foundations, 
framing, cladding, roofi ng, building a new workplace or 
residence, changing the use of an existing building and 
making major alterations, such as adding a new room 
or an extra fl oor.

Licensed Building Practitioners will not be required for 
buildings that aren’t regularly occupied, such as sheds, 
farm buildings and garages, or for work that is easily 
checked, such as putting in a window or door, or 
removing or adding an internal wall.

DIYers will still be able to do everything as at present 
but core work, as listed above, will need to be 
supervised by a Licensed Building Practitioner to 
ensure safety and durability.

An online register will list all Licensed Building 
Practitioners to assist the public to fi nd competent 
professionals to do building work.

Skilled people in the building sector will benefi t, as 
their expertise will be formally recognised. Good 
builders will not be sent back to school, as experience 
and a good track record will count for gaining a licence.

People who don’t have a licence will still be able to 
work in the sector but, like DIYers, some of their work 
will need to be supervised.

Other initiatives include enhancements to the 
Weathertight Homes Resolution Service, a review of 
the Building Code, auditing and accreditation of building consent authorities, energy effi ciency 
initiatives, investigations of home warranty insurance and building product certifi cation and, more 
broadly, the restoration of apprenticeships in the sector.

Carters will be keeping customers up to date with roadshows and through its monthly publication 
Tradematters. For more information, visit www.dbh.govt.nz/occupational-licensing or call 0800 60 60 50.

• Text provided by the Department of Building and Housing

advertorial  ° ° °
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From Melbourne Cups and armed 
forces to clothes horses . . .

Up until recently identifi ed by its rows upon rows 
of military sheds, the Sylvia Park precinct in Mt 
Wellington has played host to early Maori settlers and 
European farmers.

But it actually started its developed life as a stud farm 
in the middle of the 19th Century, becoming a breeding 
ground for several successful Melbourne Cup 
gallopers.

However, after being used in World War II as a US 
military storage site, it sat largely unused. That is until 
Kiwi Income Property Trust (KIPT) recognised the 
potential of the 24 hectare site and purchased the land 
in the mid-to-late 1990s. After much planning, 
collaboration and consultation the concept of Sylvia 
Park was born.

It is a much quoted statistic that 50% of Auckland’s 
population live within 20 minutes’ drive of Sylvia Park 
which lends itself nicely to perhaps the most common 
of all retail quotes — ”location, location, location”.

Sylvia Park has this in spades, providing much of the 
reasoning behind KIPT developing one of Australasia’s 
largest retail, entertainment and business centres.

With Auckland City Council looking for investment of 
approximately $2 billion into growing the surrounding 
“Tamaki Edge” area, the complex is well positioned to 
take full advantage of this growth.

Currently being built in stages, the completed 
Sylvia Park will feature more than 180 specialty 
retail stores, major fl agship stores in The 
Warehouse, Foodtown and PaknSave, a Hoyts 
cinema complex, 3000 car parks and bus and 
train stations.

A business centre is also proposed as the fi fth 
and fi nal stage of the development.

The architecture of Sylvia Park was shared 
between three parties, with US architects 
Gensler initially employed to create the overall 
master plan before Australian-based NH 
Architecture and Auckland fi rm Jasmax took over 

and combined their respective retail skills 
and local knowledge.

The vision for Sylvia Park was “to meet the 
emotional and physical aspirations of 
residents and visitors to New Zealand 
through offering an exceptional and 
innovative retail, entertainment and 
working environment in the heart of Auckland”.

Much of the building design draws inspiration 
from its surrounding environs, with cone 
structures on the roof of The Warehouse and the 
central cone in the entertainment and leisure 
precinct paying homage to the volcanic cones of 
the Auckland region.

Sections of angled roofi ng covering the southern 
precinct have been designed to evoke memories 
of the army sheds that previously inhabited the 
Sylvia Park site, and feature Dimond’s 
Brownbuilt 900 profi le.
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Brownbuilt 900 Reverse Run also features prominently 
as a wall cladding, with its wider ribs and narrow pans 
providing a different aesthetic dynamic. Angled orange 
wedges of Symonite’s aluminium composite panel have 
been cut into the Reverse Run profi le, producing a 
striking facade.

On other selected sections of the Brownbuilt 900 
Reverse Run wall cladding, Habitats metallic colours 
have been used to accentuate what could otherwise be 
very large expanses of uninteresting wall space.

Continued page 34
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From Melbourne Cups and armed forces to clothes horses . . .

Kiwi Roofi ng was responsible for the installation of all the profi led metal roofi ng and 
cladding throughout Sylvia Park which required signifi cant skill due to the number of roof 
penetrations (over 200 roof top air conditioning units) and the specifi c wall cladding 
requirements.

The scale of the project also required highly effi cient project management and co-
operation between Dimond and Kiwi Roofi ng to ensure product was produced and 
installed to the time lines required by KIPT and Multiplex Constructions, the main 
contractor.

The walkway canopies that run along the western side of the building are another 
feature of Sylvia Park’s unique exterior design.

Horizontal timber battens and Durolite Heatguard natural lighting sheets combine to 
form a solar shading system that mitigates the heat and the impact of the setting sun.

Durolite Heatguard is a new natural lighting product which blocks heat and harmful UV 
rays whilst still allowing the transmission of natural light. This provides further comfort 
for shoppers moving between the different areas of Sylvia Park.

Landscaping and urban design has also been a focus for KIPT, with 22% of the site 
devoted to landscaped spaces such as water features, grass areas, trees and nice paving.

Thirteen hundred trees — 50% of which are natives — were grown off-site for two 
years, and the entertainment/leisure precinct includes a park roughly equivalent in size 
to Newmarket’s Lumsden Green.

Consideration has also been given to how Sylvia Park integrates into the surrounding 
residential area in terms of transportation, community facilities and other public amenities.

Indeed, Alan McKinnon, project director for Sylvia Park, confi rms that “urban design has 
been at the forefront of all our planning for the past three years.”

With Stage 1 and 2 completed and 100% leased, and 91% of the total leases available 
already taken, Sylvia Park looks to be on a path towards success.

Stage 3 and 4 are due to be completed in mid-2007, and all indications are that KIPT has 
gone a long way towards transforming those old army sheds into a town centre of which 
Auckland can be proud.
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For more details: Ph: 09 427 8130 Fax: 09 427 8131
E-mail:grant@nelsonstud.co.nz

Auckland office: 23 Cheshire Street, Parnell

• One of the least expensive options for placing
concrete above ground level upwards

• The Tray-dec profile’s greater cover means 15% to
20% less fire steel is required

• Does not require end caps or crimping tools to lay
• Flat soffit and uniform thickness allows the

thinnest possible slab for a given load carrying
capacity

• Fast and easy for builders and contractors to lay
• We also supply and manufacture slab edge
formwork to suit the Traydec flooring system

The Tray-dec 300 Composite
Flooring System

In association with

From page 32
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Workplace Assessor 
Training courses 
under way

The Building and Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO) now has a 
training and development team of six BCITO training advisors around the country 
dedicated to training and upskilling new and existing BCITO assessors.

Led by BCITO training manager Paul Mitchell, the team will work closely with regional 
staff to facilitate Unit Standard 4098 Workplace Assessor Training courses.

The two-day course leads to the achievement of Unit Standard 4098 Use standards to 
assess candidate performance. These courses are free to attend for BCITO-registered 
assessors.

Workplace assessors play a key role in industry training, and by achieving the unit 
standard an assessor is making a signifi cant contribution to the construction industry. 
The course will assist assessors to:
• Gain an understanding of the assessment process and confi dence in the assessor role,
• Reduce re-assessment by getting it right the fi rst time,
• Provide national consistency in achievement, and
• Make assessment and time spent “doing the books” more productive and effi cient.

The course is NZQA-recommended, and takes two days to complete. The programme is 
custom-designed by the BCITO for BCITO clients and, unlike other similar courses, 
focuses on the construction industry.

In 2007, the BCITO will be holding a series of 4098 Workplace Assessor Training 
courses across the country. A calendar of the course schedule will be available on the 
BCITO web site, or you can contact your local BCITO offi ce on 0800 422 486 to fi nd out 
when a course is available and for further information.

The BCITO training and development team (from left): Tim Hantler, Warren Buxton, 
Garyth Arago-Kemp, Michael Patchett, Paul Mitchell (team leader, front), Richard 
Mason and Gavin Good.

bcito news  ° ° ° 
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Home heating that helps homes sell

Nature’s Flame wood pellet fi replaces are the 
perfect choice for clients’ home heating needs.

They heat the whole house, are economical to run and 
meet new national clean air standards.

These fi replaces use wood pellets to give the traditional 
ambience of a wood fi re but without the usual work and 
mess. Most start with the push of a button, are quiet, 
clean-burning and provide heat for an entire home.

Nature’s Flame pellets are made from pine waste wood 
that is plentiful in New Zealand. The fuel is made at 
the company’s pellet mills in Rolleston, near Christchurch, 
and Rotorua. Dried, compressed and formed into small 
pellets, the fuel comes in clean, easy-to-carry 20kg bags.

Sales manager Richard Rea says customers can rely on 
wood pellet fuel as a home heating solution that is 
here to stay.

“Nature’s Flame pellets are a renewable energy source 
made from untreated pine wood, and are 100% New 
Zealand made,” he says.

 It’s owned by Solid Energy, a state-owned enterprise 
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and New Zealand’s second-largest producer of locally-
sourced energy,” he says.

Wood pellet home heating has been extremely popular 

in countries such as Canada for many years, with home 
owners valuing the high heat output and ease of use.

With increasing uncertainty about the cost and long-
term security of energy, coupled with moves to 
encourage new homes which reduce demand on the 
electricity grid, New Zealand home buyers are also 
seeing the value of Nature’s Flame heating solutions.

“New-home clients we’re dealing with are becoming 
more and more conscious about future-proofi ng their 
investment,” Mr Rea says.

“They are also hearing that’s the kind of home the 
country needs and that it is the kind of home that will 
perform well as an investment because it will be more 
saleable due to those features.”

Nature’s Flame fi replaces do require electricity to run, 
but back-up solutions are available. Those stocking the 
fi replaces will be able to give guidance about suitable 
equipment and prices. If there is a power cut while the 
fi replace is running it simply shuts down and starts 
again when supply is restored.

• Nature’s Flame, freephone 0800 735 538 for more 
information.

New library joinery a big challenge

The photography makes the Whangarei Library 
project look great — and the locals and librarians are 
happy with their new central city library.

But the story behind the great look is the joinery that 
features so predominantly in this building.

The architect, Jasmax, designed the building to fi t 
onto a tight site. Kerr Construction was the local 
building contractor and Fairview Whangarei 
manufactured and installed the joinery — a challenge 
for a small factory.

The two-storey library has pre-cast concrete sides. 

Flush Glaze is used on the front and back of the building, 

and features different coloured glass to show off a 

subtle beauty from the inside of the building.

Two sets of stairs lead though elliptical openings that 

are matched above by elliptical skylights.

This large project took care of Fairview Whangarei’s 

manufacturing capabilities for nine months, and included 

the Flush Glaze, skylights and rows of electric opening 

“hopper-type” windows just under the undulating roof.

Apart from all the external joinery, all the room dividers 

used the Fairview 90mm window suite, which does not 

require liners.

The Flush Glaze is 150mm — the largest and strongest 

of the Fairview Flush Glaze systems. Its modular 

construction made it ideal for manufacturing and 

glazing in the factory and then installing on-site.

A project of this size is always done in conjunction 

with the systems supplier — Aluminium Systems Ltd 

in this case — who provided engineers’ calculations, 

installation advice via on-site discussions and shop 

drawing information details, along with general 

manufacturing advice.

The degree of diffi culty was in the numerous 90° 

corners, which had to be fabricated with glass butt 

joins. This was done using all sections (90mm suite, 
100mm and 150mm Flush Glaze).

The front Flush Glaze had to be carefully measured to 
wrap around the steel beams running under the roof.

The outcome is Fairview Whangarei is very happy 
having overcome their challenges and Whangarei has 
a civic building to be proud of.

• Aluminium Systems Ltd, phone 09 574 2962 for 
more information.

The front Flush Glaze had to be carefully measured to 
wrap around the steel beams running under the roof. 
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Kiwis owe much to dedicated visionaries. Harry 
Ell was one blessed with foresight, and visitors to the 
Port Hills in Christchurch often learn the story of Harry 
and his vision.

As often as his tale is told, it is worth repeating. We 
need the Harry Ells of this world today.

Harry’s Road

Harry’s great gift to New Zealand is embodied in the 
Sign of the Takahe. It is the most ambitious of a series 
of buildings he and a dedicated team provided as 
staging points along the 30km route to the summit of 
Akaroa: the Summit Road.

Others include the Victoria Park stone rotunda, the Sign 
of the Kiwi, Sign of the Bellbird, Sign of the Packhorse 
and a stone hut to the south of Mt Bradley.

The grand venture commenced in 1908 with little 
fi nancial backing or local support. Ell and his team 
ignored these diffi culties and before his death in 1934 
the Bellbird (1914), Packhorse (1916), Kiwi (1917) and 
the fi rst stage of the Takahe had been completed. 

English styling

Many of Ell’s architectural 
concepts were gleaned from 
English manors and inns. They 
reach their acme in the Takahe, 
the most ambitious of his projects.

It was originally intended as a 
Dickensian inn but Ell eventually 
opted for a Gothic baronial style.

The fi nal building has a two-storey 
asymmetrical plan with a 
crenulated three-storey tower on 
the south-east corner. Two oriel 
windows overlook the Canterbury Plains in the north-
west facade.

At some point local architect J G Collins became 
involved. Despite construction being well under way 
prior to his participation, he had a profound infl uence 
on the fi nal design.

Kiwi can-do

Ell used a great deal of Kiwi can-do improvisation to 
minimise building costs. Port Hills stone was quarried 
locally and the blocks hand-chiselled. Tools were 
forged on site from scrap metal.

The heavy Kauri beams in the entrance hall were salvaged 
from a Hurunui River bridge. Ornate friezes in the memorial 
and other rooms came from packing case timber.

Nonetheless, for Ell the fi nancial struggle was 
interminable. When the fi rst section opened to the 
public in 1920 he tried to operate it as a tearoom, 
hoping profi ts would help defray costs of future work. 
This was unsuccessful.

In the end, the Sign of the 
Takahe was largely saved by 
the Depression work 
schemes that enabled Ell to 
employ government-funded 
unemployed workers, known 
locally as Ell’s Angels.

Many were skilled artisans 
and are responsible for the 
detailed carving in wood 
and stone that characterises 
the Takahe inside and out. 
Despite Ell’s death, many of 

Dr Kerry Rodgers makes time to ruminate upon the Summit Road

The signs of Harry Ell

these men continued to devote time to the building up 
until the outbreak of World War II.

With the coming of the war, the Sign of the Takahe 
was abandoned. In 1942 the Christchurch City Council 
purchased it to save it from deterioration. It was fi nally 
completed in 1949 by colleagues of Ell, notably 
Architect Collins.

For any who have never supped a Devonshire tea 
there, it is well worth a visit just to see the wonderful 
blend of architectural styles.

An impressive collection of heraldry hangs inside. The 
dining room contains an exact replica of a fi replace in 
the historic Haddon Hall in Derbyshire.

The next time you are planning a trip to the Mainland 
have a quick glance at www.summitroadsociety.org.nz.

Harry Ells’ Sign of the Takahe.                           Image courtesy Christchurch City Council.

Crusaders’ mural on packing case boards, Sign of the Takahe.
Image courtesy Christchurch City Council.

Masonic window, Sign of the Takahe.
Image courtesy Christchurch City Council.
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legal  ° ° ° 

Ministry of Education v Mike Barns 
& Associates Ltd and others

The Crown is the owner of Ruatoki Area School. In 
the latter part of 1994, the Ministry entered into a 
contract with the fi rst defendant (being the architect) 
for the design of a new library and administration 
building for the school.

On August 21, 1995, the Ministry entered into a 
contract with Mr and Mrs Pullar for the construction of 
the new building. Mr Pullar subcontracted out different 
parts of the work to the subcontractors.

The building work was completed in August 1996. 
Subsequently the school experienced problems with 
the new building.

The Ministry commissioned an investigation into the 
problems. A further report was commissioned which 

Tim Bates of Auckland law fi rm Legal Vision reports on a duty of care to 

commercial property owners and limitation periods.

the effect that no duty of care will be owed, but also 
suggested that every decision has to be considered in 
isolation to its own factual matrix.

Statement of principle

Of particular interest is his strong statement of 
principle to the effect that “there is, of course, no duty 
in tort to take reasonable care to perform a contact.”

In response to the argument about the application of 
s4 of the Limitation Act 1950, again Associate Judge 
Abbott was unwilling to decide on a summary basis 
whether, in fact, as at the date of the Ministry 
receiving its fi rst report, all of the damage was 
reasonably discoverable at that point and, therefore, 
the limitation period ran from then.

In short, he concluded that “he was not satisfi ed that 
the Ministry will be unable to prove at trial that this 
cause of action arose later than the time of receipt of 
the December 1998 report”.

He concluded that there was not suffi cient certainty on 
the facts for this issue to be properly decided by 
summary judgment.

Accordingly the application for summary judgment 
failed. However, costs were reserved.

At Three Lamps Lawyers

Legal Vision specialises in providing
legal advice to the Building Industry.

Principal:Timothy Bates LLB (Hons)
LEVEL 1
283 PONSONBY RD
PONSONBY

PO BOX 47 587
PONSONBY
AUCKLAND

PHONE 09 360 2415
FAX 09 361 2412
EMAIL legalvision@clear.net.nz

was, in turn, sent to Mr Pullar. It identifi ed four 
different faults:

• Poor ventilation
• Leaks
• Condensation
• Glare

Between December 1999 and November 2000 the 
Ministry engaged alternative contractors to rectify the 
defects in the building that had been identifi ed in the 
earlier reports. J W Pullar received no formal notice of 
this.

The next contact the Ministry had was on May 17, 
2005, when the Ministry issued this proceeding to 
recover the cost of the repair work.

The causes of action against the defendants were that 
they were in breach of their respective contracts and a 
duty of care owed to the Ministry.

This case concerned the use of the summary judgment 
process in the Auckland High Court, by the second 
defendants, to dismiss claims brought against them by 
the Crown.

Onus

The onus was upon them to establish to the balance of 
probabilities that the Ministry could not succeed. It 
was submitted on their behalf that they could do so on 
two grounds:
a) There is no duty of care owed to industrial or 
commercial property owners and no factors present to 
warrant extending the duty of care in this case.
b) The claim was brought outside the limitation period 
of six years from the date the cause of action accrued, 
being the date when the Ministry received the report 
from BRANZ.

Dealing fi rst with a) above, while considering a number 
of cases dealing with whether, in fact, a duty of care is 
owed by a builder to a commercial property owner, 
such as the owner of a school, Associate Judge Abott 
was unwilling to come to a summary decision. 

However, he commented that there was precedent to 
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builders tips ° ° °

Tip 34. Peaking joints prevention

Peaking is a condition where joints are visible under critical lighting, and is more prevalent 
when the board has been installed in cold weather.

Often called ridging or beading, it looks like a continuous ridge along the length of the joint, with 
a uniform peak-like pattern at the centre. It commonly occurs in conjunction with “nail popping”.

Cause

1 Excessive gaps (ie more than 3mm) left between sheets.

2 Timber movement due to excessive moisture content of timber at time of lining and 
subsequently drying out. This is more prevalent with 10mm plasterboard than thicker 
plasterboards.

3 No gaps at the base of wall sheets. This can cause pressure on the base of the sheets, thus 
transferring tension to the joints.

4 Inadequate ventilation with concrete fl oor slabs. Results in a build-up of water vapour.

Prevention

1 Use GIB Rondo Metal Ceiling Battens on ceilings.

2 Use thicker plasterboards, such as 13mm.

3 Ensure timber framing moisture content is 18% or less at time of lining.

4 Use compounds at the heaviest consistency as possible.

5 Use a back blocking system.

6 Gaps between sheets should be pre-fi lled with a setting compound and allowed to completely 
dry before application of tape and subsequent coats of compound.

7 Always allow a 5-10mm gap at the base of wall sheets to allow for shrinkage of the wall plates 
and studs.

8  Ensure framing materials are maintained at a minimum temperature of 10°C during and 
following installation. Allow adequate ventilation.

For full GIB plasterboard installation instructions see the GIB Site Guide.



Text cost $0.20c each, please check with the bill payer fi rst. Enter as many times as you like. For more information call Carters on 0800 CARTERS. Competition closes 
31 March 2007, 23.59 NZ time. Winner will be contacted by phone in April, and arrangements will be made for despatching voucher. Prize is non-transferable. 

Get Energy Effi cient Today!

Westinghouse Appliances
When it comes to energy effi cient home 
appliances, the Westinghouse range 
includes many products that deliver 
on reducing a home’s energy cost. 
Dishwashers with an economy wash 
program, energy effi cient fridges with 
holiday mode, and freestanding multi-
function ovens with heat retaining triple-
layered glass, all offer your customers 
more energy effi cient options. By 
limiting the amount of energy a home 
uses, you reduce the energy cost your 
customers pay. 

Pink� Batts� Ultra™

Pink� Batts� Ultra™ wall and ceiling insulation 
signifi cantly reduces the heat loss in winter and heat 
gain in summer. 40% of a 
home’s heat is lost through the 
ceiling, 10% through the fl oor 
and 25% through the walls, but 
Pink� Batts� Ultra™ can heavily 
reduce this loss. Pink� Batts� 
Ultra™ has signifi cantly higher 
R-values (that measure the 
resistance to energy fl ow) than 
the building code recommends, 
which means greater insulation 
and a more comfortable home 
for your customers. 

Energy Effi ciency 
The cost of energy is rising; so future-proofi ng homes against expensive 
energy consumption makes good sense. Future-proofi ng your customers’ 
homes means they get more from the energy they pay for. By utilising effi cient 
ways of heating and insulating their homes, you can reduce their long-term 
energy costs and give them a more energy effi cient home for the future. 

Here are two Future-Proof Building 
products that can help deliver better 
Energy Effi ciency for your customers: 
Westinghouse Appliances and 
Pink� Batts� Ultra™ 

For more information about becoming a Future-Proof Builder, including getting some 
information for your customers, call 0508 FUTURE, log on to www.fpb.co.nz, or talk to your 
Carters representative. PLUS Text FPB with your name and your company name to 3320 

and go in the draw to 
win $2000 worth of 
Westinghouse kitchen 
appliance vouchers.
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